1 The singular and plural of an acronym are always spelled the same. if it is functioning a term of a cut polynomial, which represents an -component minimal cut consisting of components . a term of a path polynomial, which represents an -component minimal path consisting of components .
functioning state variable of subsystem , : if subsystem is functioning; if it is failed , vectors , and , respectively first-level structure function of a two-stage weighted--out-of-model
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE weighted--out-of-model was first proposed by [1] as an extension of the widely studied -out-of-model [2] - [4] . Similar concepts were also applied in introducing the weighted consecutive--out-of-models [5] , [6] . For a weighted--out-of-:F system, an integer weight is assigned to component , . The system is failed iff the total weight of the failed components is greater than or equal to , a pre-specified threshold value. In other words, the system is functioning iff the total weight of the failed components is less than .
Let represent the probability that the total weight of the failed components of a system with components is less than , i.e., is the functioning probability of a system with components, and a threshold equal to . Then the reliability of a weighted--out-of-:F system is . Similar to the result provided by [1] for the weighted--out-of-:G system, the reliability of the weighted--out-of-:F system when all component failures are mutually -independent can be obtained based on the following recursive relationship:
for for otherwise
(1) where denotes the weight of component , . Despite research on two-stage & multi-stage -out-ofstructures in the literature [7] - [9] , two-stage weighted--out-of-structures have not been investigated. In this paper, the (one-stage) weighted--out-of-model will be extended to a two-stage weighted--out-of-model with components in common. Examples of potential applications of the two-stage weighted--out-of-models will be also provided.
II. TWO-STAGE WEIGHTED--OUT-OF-SYSTEMS WITH COMPONENTS IN COMMON
This section will introduce the concepts, motivation applications, and main properties of the two-stage weighted--out-ofmodel.
A. Two-Stage Weighted--Out-of-Model
A two-stage weighted--out-of-system consists of a number of subsystems. Let denote the number of subsystems in a two-stage system. Each subsystem has a (one-stage) weighted--out-of-structure, which is called the second-level structure. The interrelationship between the subsystems follows a certain coherent structure, which is called the first-level structure, whose structure function is denoted by . 
Generally, a two-stage weighted--out-of-system can be decomposed into two hierarchical levels: the first (higher) level can be of any coherent structure, whose structure function is ; and the second (lower) level has a weighted--out-ofstructure. Special cases of two-stage weighted--out-of-systems include SW--out-of-systems, whose first level has a series structure, and PW--out-of-systems, whose first level has a parallel structure. Therefore, an SW--out-of-:F system is failed iff any of the inequalities in (3) are satisfied:
where is a vector of thresholds for each subsystem. A PW--out-of-:F system is failed iff all of the inequalities in (3) are satisfied. If the first-level structure of a system is a -out-of-:F structure, then the system is failed iff at least of the inequalities in (3) are satisfied. The inequality in (3) is referred to as the subsystem failure condition,
. When is equal to 1, the two-stage weighted--out-of-system becomes a (one-stage) weighted--out-of-system.
Remark 1: Although each subsystem failure condition in (2) & (3) is related to the same set of components, the two-stage weighted--out-of-model allows each subsystem to have different subsets of components. A subsystem does not need to contain all components. If component is not in subsystem , for , the weight will be set to zero. For example, if subsystem 1 has only two components, 1 & 2, then & are nonzero. All the other weights in the failure condition of subsystem 1, i.e., , for , should be equal to zero. Based on this usage of zero weights for nonexistence components in a subsystem, the number of components in each subsystem in the model based on (2) & (3) can be different. The variable in (2) & (3) can be understood as the total number of different components in the entire two-stage weighted--out-of-system. The actual number of components in a subsystem can be found out by the number of nonzero weights in its failure condition. Including all components in each subsystem failure condition, as in (2) & (3), can significantly simplify the notations in various results developed for two-stage weighted--out-of-systems hereafter.
Remark 2: There is a significant difference between the twostage model in this paper, and most of the two-stage models in the literature. Most two-stage systems studied in the literature are systems consisting of a number of separate identically structured subsystems. The subsystems are connected in a series structure, a parallel structure, or more complicated structures. Usually, it is assumed that there are no components in common between any two subsystems. With this assumption, the failures of the subsystems are -independent if all components have -independent failures. And the system reliability can be calculated easily based on the reliability of each individual subsystem. However, in the two-stage weighted--out-of-model, subsystems typically have some (or all if all the weights are nonzero) components in common. Consequently, the system reliability cannot be evaluated by combining the failure probability of each subsystem in a straightforward way. From the discussion in Remark 1, the components in common between two subsystems can be found out based on the nonzero weights in each subsystem failure condition. 
B. Applications of Two-Stage Weighted--out-of-Model in Network Problems
Consider a directed network ( , ), where is the set of nodes, and is the set of directed arcs. In shortest path problems, the system can be considered as functioning iff there exists at least one path from the source node to the destination node with total distance/cost less than a specification (that is, the total distance of the shortest path is within specification). In project management problems, usually the system is considered as functioning iff all the paths from the source (start of a project) to the destination (end of a project) of the project network have total time less than a specified deadline. The distance/time of some arcs in can be delayed (increased) by certain amounts upon corresponding arc failures. It will be illustrated in the following examples that the two-stage weighted--out-of-model can be applied to evaluate system reliability in the problems described above, where the shortest path problem fits in a PW--out-of-model, and the project management problem fits in an SW--out-of-model.
1) Project Management Example:
Consider a project management example from [10] about the assembly of two products (products 1 & 2) to make a new product. This project consists of six activities as illustrated in Table I . The project network is illustrated in Fig. 1 . There are four paths through this project network: -1.
-2.
-3.
-4.
The critical path, which is the longest path through the project network, is the one with total duration of 38 days. Therefore, the earliest finish time of the whole project, if there are no delays, is 38 days. Suppose each activity is subjected to delays with a probability . The delay time for each activity is also listed in Table I . Let denote the functioning state ( ; ) of activity , . And assume the deadline of the whole project is 40 days. The project will fail to be completed within the deadline iff the actual completion time of at least one of the four paths from the START node to the FINISH node in Fig. 1 is greater than 40 days (i.e., at least 41 days). E.g., the total duration without delay for the activities on the second path: is (please refer to Table I for individual activity durations). Therefore, a delay of or more in completion time of this path will delay the whole project. The total delay due to possible failures of activities A, D, E, and F on this path is where the coefficients/weights of , , , and are the delay times of activities A, D, E, and F, respectively, as shown in Table I . Following Remark 1, the weights of & for the second path are set to zero because they are not in this path. As a result, the completion time of the second path is larger than 40 days iff Based on similar analysis for all four paths in this project, the project will fail to meet the deadline iff at least one of the following failure conditions are satisfied: (4) It can be seen that the failure conditions of (4) are exactly the failure conditions of an SW--out-of-:F system by considering each activity as a component, and each path as a subsystem. Because the maximal total weights in the left hand side of the first & the third failure conditions in (4) are less than the right hand side, these two failure conditions can be removed to simplify the computation. Consequently, we can focus on the following two failure conditions, where activity is obviously irrelevant, and does not need to be included: (5) Hence this project management problem is formulated as a SW-weighted--out-of-5:F system.
2) Example of a Shortest Path Problem:
Consider a shortest path problem of taking a trip from one town (the origin), to another (the destination). The corresponding traffic network is , and ). The numbers on each arc represent the time (in minutes) to travel from one town to the next. Assume that each arc can allow one-way traffic only. There are 3 paths from the origin to the destination:
1.
2.
3.
The shortest path (the third path above) has a total travel time of 180 minutes. Suppose each arc has a probability of to be delayed by road constructions. Assume if there is a road construction underway on an arc, the travel time will be increased by 20%. We are interested in the probability that there exists at least one path with total travel time less than 195 minutes.
Each arc in the shortest path problem can be considered as a component. If there is no path with travel time within 195 minutes (considered as system failure), all of the following conditions must be satisfied (the second path needs not to be considered because its travel time is greater than 195 minutes no matter whether a delay occurs or not): (6) It can be seen that the failure conditions in (6) are the same as the failure conditions of a PW--out-of-6:F system.
C. Main Properties of Two-Stage Weighted--out-of-systems
Similarly to the -out-of-, and one-stage weighted--out-of-systems, a one-to-one correspondence between F systems, and G systems exists for the two-stage weighted--out-of-systems. A two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system is functioning iff , where with if if (7) That is, indicates the functioning state of subsystem , where subsystem has a weighted--out-of-:G (not F) structure. The relationship between the F systems & G systems is presented in the following result.
Result 1: The two-stage weighted--out-of-:F (or G) system is equivalent to the two-stage weighted--out-of-:G (or F) system with the same first level structure function where . Please refer to Appendix A.1 for a proof of Result 1. With Result 1, all the algorithms for the F systems can be applied for the G systems correspondingly. Therefore, we will only focus on the F systems hereafter.
The dual structure to a given structure is defined in [11] as By definition, the following result can be seen regarding the dual of a two-stage weighted--out-of-system.
Result 2: The two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system with the first-level structure function , and the two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system with the first-level structure function , are duals of each other. Please refer to Appendix A.2 for a proof of Result 2. The following result can be used to facilitate minimal path generation of a two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system.
Result 3:
The minimal paths of a two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system with the first level structure function can be obtained by generating minimal cuts for the two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system with the first level structure function . For example, the minimal paths of the SW--out-of-:F system, and the PW--out-of-:F system can be obtained by generating minimal cuts for the PW--out-of-:F, and the SW--out-of-:F system, respectively. Result 3 can be seen from the following reasoning. It is known that the minimal paths for a system are minimal cuts for its dual system [11] . Based on Result 2, the dual of a two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system with the first level structure function is the two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system with the first level structure function . Therefore, the minimal paths of the two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system with the first level structure function are the minimal cuts of the two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system with the first level structure function , which is equivalent to the two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system with the first level structure function , based on Result 1.
III. ALGORITHMS FOR SYSTEM RELIABILITY EVALUATION, AND GENERATION OF MINIMAL CUTS & MINIMAL PATHS
This section focuses on the development of algorithms to evaluate system reliability, and generate the minimal cuts & minimal paths of two-stage weighted--out-of-systems.
A. Reliability Evaluation for Two-Stage Weighted--out-of-:F Systems
For a two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system with first-level structure function , assuming -independent component failures, the system reliability can be calculated based on the following recursive relationship Equation (8) is obtained by conditioning on the state of component . Because the subsystems may have components in common, component can be shared by more than one subsystems. Therefore, when component is failed with probability , as in the first term of the third equation in (8), the system weight threshold is reduced to , i.e., all elements of corresponding to all subsystems may be reduced. From Remark 1, if component is not in a subsystem, the corresponding weight in will be zero, and the corresponding element in will not be affected. Based on the above discussion, conditioning on the state of component in (8) will affect all subsystems sharing component , and will not affect any subsystem without component . It can be seen that the computational complexity of reliability evaluation in terms of the number of , , , , to be evaluated by (8) is .
B. Minimal Cuts, and Minimal Paths of Two-Stage Weighted--out-of-:F Systems
Minimal paths & minimal cuts are useful toward the representation of coherent systems. Many classical methods use minimal paths or minimal cuts to efficiently evaluate or approximate system reliability based on methods, such as the inclusion-exclusion method, and the sum-of-disjoint-products method [11] - [13] . The generation of the minimal cuts & paths for two-stage weighted--out-of-systems is based on the generation of minimal cuts & paths of one-stage systems, which will be first studied in this section. One important application of minimal paths & minimal cuts is to evaluate bounds of system reliability when component failures are -dependent. This problem will also be addressed in this section following the procedure of minimal cut & path generation for two-stage systems.
1) Generation of Minimal Cuts & Paths for One-Stage Systems:
The reliability evaluation of the one-stage weighted--out-of-system has been studied by [1] . The minimal cut & minimal path generation of one-stage weighted--out-of-systems, however, has not been investigated in the literature. We first assume that component weights have been sorted such that . Let denote the cut polynomial, which was defined in [14] , of a one-stage weighted--out-of-:F system. A cut polynomial is a logic function formed by writing terms for each minimal cut, separated by a plus sign (logical OR). E.g., if a system of 4 components has two minimal cuts, {1, 2} & {2, 3, 4}, the cut polynomial of this system is . The recursive relationship shown in (9) at the bottom of the page can be used to generate all the minimal cuts. The operations on cut polynomials in (9) are Boolean operations. It is worth to note that only additions & multiplications are used for the Boolean operations in (9) . No other Boolean algebra, such as the absorption of terms , is needed to simplify the cut polynomials. The sorted component weights can guarantee that every term in the resulted cut polynomial represents a minimal cut without replications. It can be seen that the computational complexity of the minimal cut generation in terms of the number of , , to be evaluated is . Let denote the path polynomial [14] of a one-stage weighted--out-of-:F system. A path polynomial is a logic function formed by writing terms for each minimal path, separated by a plus sign (logical OR). E.g., if a system of 4 components has two minimal paths, {1, 2, 3} & {2, 4}, the path polynomial of this system is . The recursive relationship shown in (10) at the bottom of the next page can be used to derive the set of minimal paths of a one-stage weighted--out-of-:F system.The operations on path polynomials in (10) are Boolean operations. The relationship in (10) can be verified by (9) , and the known result that . For example, for the last condition in (10), we have The last equation above is due to the fact that . Same as (9), the algorithm based on (10) has computational complexity of .
if when if otherwise (9) In addition, the recursive relationship can be used to generate minimal cuts & minimal paths without requiring sorting the component weights as shown in (11) and (12) at the bottom of the page. An upper bound , and a lower bound are added to , and , respectively, to guarantee that the obtained cut sets & path sets are minimal without sorting the component weights. The minimal cuts of a one-stage weighted--out-of-:F system can be obtained by evaluating ; and its minimal paths can be obtained by evaluating . It can be seen that the computational complexity of (11) & (12) in terms of the number of & to be evaluated are both , which is higher than that of (9) & (10). But the computational resources needed to sort all the component weights, which is required by (9) & (10), are saved when (11) & (12) are used.
2) Generation of Minimal Cuts & Paths for Two-Stage Systems:
The minimal cuts & minimal paths of a two-stage weighted--out-of-system can be generated based on those of the one-stage weighted--out-of-subsystems.
Result 3: Let , and denote the path polynomial, and cut polynomial for the first-level structure of a two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system, respectively. Then the set of minimal paths of this two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system can be derived based on the following Boolean operations: (13) And the set of minimal cuts of this two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system can be derived based on the following Boolean operations: (14) where , and denote the path polynomial, and the cut polynomial, respectively, of the subsystem, . Unlike the minimal cut & minimal path generation for onestage systems, Boolean algebra such as the absorption of terms is generally needed in (13) & (14) to simplify the path & cut polynomials, and guarantee the obtained path sets & cut sets are minimal. For example, consider a two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system in which the first-level structure is a 2-out-of-3:F structure. The system is failed iff at least 2 of the 3 subsystems are failed, i.e., at least 2 of the following 3 failure conditions are satisfied: (15) Based on the weight coefficients in (15) , and Remark 1, the first subsystem has 3 components: 1, 2, & 3; the second subsystem has 2 components: 2 & 3; and the third subsystem only has one component: 3. From direct observations, it is easy to see that the cut polynomial for the first subsystem is ; that of the second subsystem is ; and that of the third subsystem is . Let denote the Boolean variable (0 or 1) indicating the functioning of subsystem , , 2, 3. That is, iff subsystem is functioning, , 2, 3. Let be the Boolean variable indicating failure of subsystem , i.e., is the complement of . Because the set of any two subsystems is a minimal cut set of the first-level structure, which is a 2-out-of-3:F structure, the cut polynomial of the first-level structure is (16) Boolean algebra is applied in the last step of (17), to simplify the cut polynomial. From the result in (17) , there are two minimal cuts for the two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system defined in (15): {2,3} & {1,3}. These can be verified by examining the failure conditions specified by (15) .
3) Reliability Bounds for -Dependent Component Failures Based on Minimal Paths & Cuts:
In a great many situations with failure dependency, (nonnegative) association can be assumed for component states. Association means that the random variables , which represent the functioning states of the components in a system, have nonnegative covariance [11] , [15] . In other words, given a component is failed, the failure probabilities of some other components tend to be higher. Consequently, the probability that a set of components are in a specific state (functioning or failed) is then greater than or equal to the multiplication of the probabilities for each component to be in that state. Barlow & Proschan [11] suggested reliability situations where association can be assumed, such as components subjected to the same set of environmental stresses & shocks where a high stress will affect all the components adversely, components depending on common sources of power, and structures in which components share the load & the functioning (failure) of a component contributes to the functioning (failure) of the remaining components. It is commented in [15] that the (nonnegative) association assumption seems to cover most cases of -dependent failures. Examples of negative failure dependence are not often observed in reliability applications. Please refer to [16] for examples of distributions exhibiting negative -dependence. With (nonnegative) association assumed, it is known that the min-max bound [11] can be used to bound the system reliability:
(18) where denote all the minimal cuts of the system, and denote all the minimal paths.
When we cannot assume nonnegative association/covariance among component states, a lower bound of system reliability can be derived for two-stage weighted--out-of-systems using a method similar to that used in [15] (19)
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section, the problem introduced in Section II-B-1 on project management, and that in Section II-B-2 on shortest path problem, will be investigated based on the algorithms developed in Section III.
A. Project Management Example
In Section II-B-1, the project management example is formulated as a SW-weighted--out-of-5:F system with failure conditions specified in (5). Using (8) , the system reliability can be evaluated as follows:
because and because and
In the calculation above, all negative values of are replaced with zero because from (8) obviously this will not affect the result. The system reliability, the probability that the project can still meet the deadline with the risk of delays, is
Using (9), the set of minimal cuts for subsystem 1 can be derived as (first sorting the weights as , , , 
Similarly, the minimal paths for the second subsystem can be obtained by either (10) or (12) as From Result 4, the set of minimal paths for the whole system can be obtained as Hence, two minimal paths exist in the system: , and . The system reliability can also be evaluated from the minimal paths of the system based on the well-known inclusion-exclusion method [17] as functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning which is the same as the result in (20). The bounds of system reliability when activity delays are -dependent with (nonnegative) association can be obtained based on (18) as
When association cannot be assumed, the lower bound of system reliability based on (19) is
For example, when , the system reliability when component failures are -independent is 0.980 002; when association exists among component failures, the bounds of system reliability using (21) is ; and the lower bound of system reliability using (22) is .
B. Example of Shortest Path Problem
In Section II-B-2, the shortest path example is formulated as a PW--out-of-6:F system with subsystem failure conditions specified in (6) . Based on either (9) or (11), the set of minimal cuts for each subsystem can be derived as From Result 4, the set of minimal cuts for the whole system can be obtained as Based on either (10) or (12) , the set of minimal paths for each subsystem can be derived as From Result 4, the set of minimal paths for the whole system is Using the minimal paths, and the inclusion exclusion method, the system reliability can be evaluated as functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning The bounds of system reliability when activity delays are -dependent with (nonnegative) association can be obtained based on (18) as (23) When nonnegative association between activity delays cannot be assumed, the lower bound of system reliability based on (19) is (24) For example, when , the system reliability when component failures are -independent is 0.9900; the bounds of system reliability from (23) is ; and the lower bound of system reliability from (24) is .
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Result 1
It can be seen that Therefore, for a two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system iff for a two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system, where , and are as defined in (2) , and (7), respectively. The two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system is functioning iff , which is equivalent to , i.e., the functioning condition of the two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system. So the two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system is equivalent to the two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system with the same first-level structure function . Replacing with in the above statement, it can be seen that the two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system is equivalent to the two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system.
B. Proof or Result 2
Let denote the overall structure function of a two-stage weighted--out-of-:F system with a first-level structure function , and denote the overall structure function of a two-stage weighted--out-of-:G system with a first-level structure function . The subsystem state vectors , and , as defined respectively in (2), and (7), can be considered as functions of component states . Let , and explicate this functional relationship. It can be seen that . Therefore, which shows , and are duals of each other.
